PRESS INFO

AM Chair
Developed by Vitra in Switzerland
Design: Alberto Meda, 2016
Trained as a designer and engineer, Alberto Meda strives for long-lasting and
sustainable solutions born of an inner constructive logic. Now he has collaborated with
Vitra on the development of a new office chair that reflects this design approach: the
AM Chair is a culmination of engineering skill, quality design and many years of
experience. It unites ergonomic functionality with technical elegance. Vitra will be
presenting the AM Chair at Orgatec 2016.
‘The AM Chair is light, both physically and visually, with a simple, unified, almost “organic”
appearance. Its structure adapts to the needs of different users – offering a range of fine adjustments
to enhance comfort – without revealing its complex functional mechanisms’, explains Alberto Meda.
Dynamic armrests and a height-adjustable back give the chair an emblematic appearance, while the
slender plastic frame and translucent mesh cover bestow a sense of lightness and grace. At the same
time, the AM Chair strictly adheres to functional requirements and eschews structurally superfluous
elements.
‘The AM Chair is a solution that balances different constraints, such as performance and cost,
because it integrates the relevant technological innovations of our time’, Meda elaborates.
The AM Chair is an economical tool for today's office needs. Its synchronised mechanism
automatically responds to the respective user's weight, providing optimum personalised comfort
without any prior adjustments. Simple, intuitive controls can be used for additional fine-tuning. The
height-adjustable backrest provides both stability and flexibility, and its ergonomic contours ensure
healthy seating. The pleasantly upholstered, perfectly moulded seat is very comfortable from the
moment one sits down.
Equipped with numerous individual adjustment options, the AM Chair is an ideal task chair for long
sitting periods at a permanent desk, but thanks to its excellent immediate comfort, it is also well suited
for touchdown workstations with frequently changing users.
NeoCon 2017 marks the commercial introduction of the AM Chair, which is now available for order
entry . At vitra.com/taskchairs users can explore the history and functions of the office chair and put
together their own personal model with a configurator tool.
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